
 

 
 
 

BAROQUE CELLAR PALACE RIED LOIBENBERG ROMAN HORVATH MW &  

HEINZ FRISCHENGRUBER

 

GRÜNER VELTLINER  
FEDERSPIEL RIED LOIBENBERG 2020 
 

Reflects the unique style of wines from the eastern part of the Wachau valley! 

Powerful and mineral with tropical fruit aromas. 

 

ORIGIN & TERROIR 

Loibenberg is one of the “Grand Crus“of Austria. The ancient dry-stone walls (some are 

dating back to the 14th century) reach up to 420m above sea level. The soil is dominated by 

weathered primary rock, the so called „Gföhler Gneiss “, with layers of loess and loam. Warm 

pannonian airstreams make Loibenberg the “hotplate“of the Wachau. Stretching out over 

more than 20 hectares, Loibenberg is one of the Wachau’s biggest single vineyards and is 

famous for its diversified microclimate. 

 

VINTAGE 2020 

Wines of the 2020 vintage show clear and precise character with a fresh, fruity note, 

although the harvest yielded only marginal quantities. What began as a dry, warm year 

turned into a summer that alternated between sunny and rainy periods, and in late August 

the Wachau suffered a severe hailstorm. It is especially vintages like 2020 that underscore 

how important it is to pick and carefully select grapes by hand. 

 

VINEYARD & CELLAR 

The grapes for Grüner Veltliner Federspiel Loibenberg were carefully. Our modern grape 

reception system enables us to select only 100% healthy grape material. Short maceration, 

gentle pressing, sedimentation overnight, and temperature-controlled fermentation in 

stainless steel define the vinification process. Before bottling, the wine matured on the fine 

lees for several weeks. 

 

CHARACTER & STYLE 

The nose has subtle hints of delicious apple, melon, apricot, white peach, and hints of exotic 

fruits. The dense fruit flavors on the palate and smoky saltiness all translate into structure 

and length. The name Federspiel is derived from falconry which was a very popular leisure 

time activity among the nobility in medieval times. The falcon stands for the remarkable 

elegance of these dry white wines. Serve well chilled. Drink now or store for two or three 

years. Grüner Veltliner Loibenberg ideally accompanies Austrian cuisine such as B. a crispy 

cordon bleu or Schnitzel with risipisi or a Tafelspitz (boiled beef) with its classic side dishes 

(apple horseradish & chive sauce). The wine also goes well with Mediterranean dishes, for 

example a Saltimbocca or a powerful Paella. Also, for many types of cheese or Far Eastern 

cuisine such as for example Vietnamese spring rolls (Goi Cuôn) shine with the Grüner 

Veltliner Federspiel Loibenberg. 

 

Alcohol: 12,5 % | Acidity: 6,4 ‰ | Residual Sugar: 1 g/l 

 

92 Points | FALSTAFF  

 

  

 


